The power to design

Ecoreal XL software for Okken low-voltage switchboards configuration, quotation, and order execution

Okken™ switchboards are highly safe, reliable, versatile, and type-tested solutions for low-voltage electrical distribution and motor control.

Thanks to the new Ecoreal™ XL software suite, engineering and configuring Okken switchboards has never been easier. Ecoreal XL also makes project quotation and order execution simpler, faster, and more efficient. It helps you meet specific customer requirements with the most adaptable offer of optimized solutions.
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1. Quick and clear configuration for greater hit rate
   • Fast budget evaluation based on a simplified set of relevant parameters: quick budgetary offer (BUD) and reliable bidding offer (BID)
   • User dialog focused on switchboard functions, without duplicate entries and proposed default values for each of the end-user criteria
   • Quick generation of different versions, easy and fast changes and recalculation for any characteristic

2. Cost-optimized quotation to boost business growth
   • Prioritization of end-user criteria according to cost impact
   • Automatic configuration of optimized switchboard, limiting copper consumption and footprint
   • Fast switching between different configuration assumptions and convenient reuse of previous quotation jobs
   • Optimized choice of Schneider Electric™ devices

3. Smooth execution to streamline your operations
   • Automatic generation of single-line diagrams (SLDs) and general arrangement (GA) of switchboards
   • Extraction of all necessary documents to order and manufacture: precise bills of materials (BOM), drawings, etc.
   • Easy software maintenance with cloud-based, regular, and seamless operating system updates

4. Compliance with IEC standards for peace of mind
   • Solutions 100% designed by Schneider Electric
   • Compliance with the IEC 61439-1&2 standard
   • Outstanding performance and quality with full electrical, mechanical, and electromagnetic compatibility of all embedded devices

Find out how Okken switchboards can solve your toughest challenges.
Learn more and download our complete brochure at www.schneider-electric.com/okken
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